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SPIC MACAY :

SPIC MACAY is a non-political nationwide
voluntary movement that organises programmes of classical music and dance,
folk arts, crafts, classic cinema screenings, heritage walks, etc.
The entire Hopetown community was astonished to see the spectacular Marshal
Art from Kerala named “KALARIPAYATTU”.
The team had come from Kerala to demonstrate their techniques which were
worth appreciating. The performers had a
vibe which encouraged the girls and generated an interest throughout the performance.

INTER HOUSE FOOTBALL :

The Inter House Football Competition started on 10th of April. Each team showcased different sets of skills and a unique sense of sportsmanship. The students did not lose hope
after the first half of the match even if the match wasn't in favour of their team and continued to play the second half with the same spirit.The matches continued for a week. At
the end , the two teams which could make up to the finals were Diamond House and
Emerald House where Diamond House won the match against Emerald. It was a really interesting competition and the spectators appreciated every bit of it.

DOON CUP :

Doon Cup is the best School Soccer Program, for school teams, with a quality
league and activities that nurture their passion for the beautiful game.This
year this program was held in Hopetown Girls' School from the 28th of April
till the 30th of April. 14 teams all over India participated in the Doon Cup this
year. The program was able to create a joyful environment for quality soccer,
unity and friendship. The tournament was won by AMMA FC team from Manipur and Ahlcon team from Delhi.

INTER HOUSE MUSIC AND
DANCE :

Inter House Music and Dance is one of the biggest events held in Hopetown.
This is because the efforts put in by the students is immense. The students
indulge in serious practices a month prior to the competition. Their performances not only portray their passion but also the enthusiasm they comprise
and the competitive spirit they have to chase the precious Inter House Music
And Dance Trophy. The students not only learn about different cultures
through this but also learn to coordinate amongst their house mates.
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